Abstract-Dense pixelwise prediction such as semantic segmentation is an up-to-date challenge for deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Many state-of-the-art approaches either tackle the loss of high-resolution information due to pooling in the encoder stage, or use dilated convolutions or high-resolution lanes to maintain detailed feature maps and predictions. Motivated by the structural analogy between multiresolution wavelet analysis and the pooling/unpooling layers of CNNs, we introduce discrete wavelet transform (DWT) into the CNN encoder-decoder architecture and propose WCNN. The high-frequency wavelet coefficients are computed at encoder, which are later used at the decoder to unpooled jointly with coarse-resolution feature maps through the inverse DWT. The DWT/iDWT is further used to develop two wavelet pyramids to capture the global context, where the multi-resolution DWT is applied to successively reduce the spatial resolution and increase the receptive field. Experiment with the Cityscape dataset, the proposed WCNNs are computationally efficient and yield improvements the accuracy for high-resolution dense pixelwise prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dense pixelwise prediction tasks such as semantic segmentation, optical flow or depth estimation remain up-todate challenges in computer vision. They find rapidly rising interests for applications such as autonomous driving, robotic vision and image scene understanding. Succeeded by its remarkable success in image recognition [1] , deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved state-of-theart performances in dense prediction tasks such as semantic segmentation [2] - [4] or single-image depth estimation [5] .
Many dense prediction tasks consist of two concurrent goals: classification and localization. Classification is well tackled by an end-to-end trainable CNN architecture, e.g. VGGNet [6] or ResNet [7] , which typically stacks multiple layers of successive convolution, nonlinear activation, and pooling. A typical pooling step, which performs either a subsampling or some strided averaging on an input volume, is favorable for the invariance of prediction results to small spatial translations in the input data as well as for the boost of computational efficiency via dimension reduction. Its downside, however, is the loss of resolution in output feature maps, which renders high-quality pixelwise prediction challenging.
Several remedies for such a dilemma have been proposed in the literatures. As suggested in [8] , [9] , one may mirror the encoder network by a decoder network. Each upsampling (or unpooling) layer in the decoder network is introduced in symmetry to a corresponding pooling layer in the encoder network, and then followed by trainable convolutional layers. Alternatively, one may use dilated (also known as atrous) convolutions in a CNN encoder as proposed in [10] - [12] . This enables the CNN to expand the receptive fields of pixels as convolutional layers stack up without losing resolution in the feature maps, however, at the cost of significant computational time and memory. Another alternative is to combine a CNN low-resolution classifier with a conditional random field (CRF) [13] , [14] , either as a stand-alone postprocessing step [11] , [12] or combined with a CNN in an end-to-end trainable architecture [15] , [16] . The latter also comes with an increased demand in run-time for training and inference.
Motivated by close analogy between pooling (resp. unpooling) in an encoder-decoder CNN and decomposition (resp. reconstruction) in multi-resolution wavelet analysis, this paper proposes a new class of CNNs with wavelet unpooling and wavelet pyramid. We name the network WCNN. The first contribution with WCNN is to achieve unpooling with the inverse discrete wavelet transform (iDWT). To this end, DWT is applied at the encoder to decompose feature maps into frequency bands. The high frequency components are skip-connected to the decoder to perform iDWT jointly with the coarse-resolution feature maps. The wavelet unpooling does not require any additional parameters over baseline CNNs, where the overhead only comes from the memory to cache frequency coefficients from encoder. The second contribution of WCNN are two wavelet-based pyramid variants to bridge the standard encoder and decoder. The wavelet pyramids obtain global context from a receptive field of the entire image by exploiting multi-resolution DWT/iDWT. The experiments over the dataset Cityscape show that the proposed WCNN yields systematically improvements in dense prediction accuracy.
II. RELATED WORK
Many challenging tasks in computer vision such as single image depth prediction or semantic image segmentation require models for dense prediction, since they either involve regressing quantities pixelwise or classifying the pixels. Most current state-of-the-art methods for dense prediction tasks are based on end-to-end trainable deep learning architectures. Early methods segment the image into regions such as superpixels in a bottom-up fashion. Predictions for the regions are determined based on deep neural network features [17] - [19] . The use of image-based bottom-up regions supports adherence of the dense predictions to the boundaries in the image.
Aim at end-to-end CNNs, Long et al. [20] propose a fully connected convolutional (FCN) architecture for semantic image segmentation which successively convolves and pools feature maps of an increasing number of feature channels. FCNs employ the transposed convolution to learn the upsampling of coarse feature maps. To obtain segmentation, feature maps of the intermediate resolutions are concatenated and further processed by transposed convolutions. Since the introduction of FCNs, many variants for dense prediction are proposed. Hariharan et al. [21] classify pixels based on feature vectors that are extracted at corresponding locations across all feature maps in a CNN. This way, the method combines features across all layers available in the network, capturing high-resolution detail as well as context in large receptive fields. However, this approach becomes inefficient in deep architectures with many wide layers. Noh et al. [8] and Dosovitsky et al. [22] propose encoder-decoder CNN architectures which successively unpool and convolve the lowest resolution feature map of the encoder back to a high output resolution. Since the feature maps in the encoder lose spatial information through pooling, Noh et al. [8] exploint the memorized unpooling [27] to upscale coarse feature maps at the decoder stage, where the pooling locations are used to unpool accordingly. The FCN of Laina et al. [5] uses the deep residual network [7] as an encoder, where most pooling layers are replaced by stride-two convolution. For upscaling, the upprojection block is developed as an efficient implementation of upconvolution. The principle of upconvolution is developed by [28] , which first unpools a feature map by putting activations to one entry of a 2 × 2 block and then filter the sparse feature map with convolution. Details in the predictions of such encoder-decoder FCNs can be improved by feeding the feature maps in each scale of the encoder to the corresponding scale of the decoder (skip connections, e.g. [22] ). In RefineNet [3] , the decoder feature maps are successively refined using multi-resolution fusion with their higher resolution counterparts in the encoder. In this paper, we also reincorporate the high-frequency information that is discarded during pooling to successively refine feature maps in the decoder.
Some FCN architectures use dilated convolutions in order to increase receptive field without pooling and maintain high-resolution of the feature maps [10] - [12] . These dilated CNNs trade high-resolution output with the high memory consumption, which quickly become a bottleneck for training with large batch size for encoder-decoder CNNs. The full-resolution residual network (FRRN) by [4] is an alternative model which keeps features in a high-resolution lane and at the same time, extracts low-resolution higherorder features in an encoder-decoder architecture. The highresolution features are successively refined from residuals computed through the encoder-decoder lane. While the model is highly demanding in memory and training time, it achieves high-resolution predictions that well adhere to segment boundaries. [23] take inspiration from Laplace image decompositions for their network design. They successively refine the high-frequency parts of the score maps in order to improve predictions at segment boundaries. Structured prediction approaches integrate inference in CRFs with deep neural networks in end-to-end trainable models [15] , [16] , [24] , [25] . While the models are capable of recovering high-resolution predictions, inference and learning typically requires tedious iterative procedures. In contrast to those approaches, we aim to provide detailed predictions in a swift and direct forward pass. Recently, the pyramid scene parsing network (PSPNet) from [2] extracts global context features using a pyramid pooling module, which shows the benefit of aggregation global information for dense predictions. The pyramid design in PSPNet relies multiple average pooling layers with heuristic window size. In this work, we also propose a more efficient pyramid pooling stage based on multi-resolution DWT.
III. WCNN ENCODER-DECODER ARCHITECTURES
Recently, CNNs have demonstrated impressive performance on many dense pixelwise prediction tasks, including image semantic segmentation, optical flow estimation, and depth regression. CNNs extract image features through successive layers of convolution and non-linear activation. In encoder architectures, as the stack of layers gets deeper, the dimension of the feature vectors increases while the spatial resolution is reduced. For dense prediction tasks, CNNs with encoder-decoder architecture are widely applied in which the feature maps of the encoder are successively unpooled and deconvolved. Research on architectures for the encoder part is relatively mature, e.g., the state-of-the-art CNNs such as VGGNet [6] and ResNet [7] are commonly used in various applications. In contrast, the design of the decoder has not yet converged to a universally accepted solution. While it is easy to reduce spatial dimension by either pooling or strided convolution, recovering a detailed prediction from a coarse and high-dimensional feature space is less straightforward. In this paper, we make an analogy between CNN encoder-decoders to the multi-resolution wavelet transform (see Figure 1) . We match the pooling operations of the CNN encoder with the multilevel forward transformation of a signal by a wavelet. The decoder performs the corresponding inverse wavelet transform for unpooling. The analogy is straight-forward: the wavelet transform successively filters the signal into frequency subbands while reducing the spatial resolution. The inverse wavelet transform successively composes the frequency subband back to full resolution. While the encoder and the decoder transform between different domains (e.g. image-to-semantic segmentation vs. image-toimage in wavelet transforms), we find that wavelet unpooling provides an elegant mechanism to transmit high-frequency information from the image domain to the semantic segmentation. It also imposes a strong architectural regularization, as the feature dimensions between the encoder and the decoder need to match through the wavelet coefficients.
Figure 1: The encoder-decoder architecture of the proposed WCNN, where the data flow is indicated by black arrows and shortcuts are by blue arrows. Assume the input resolution is 1, the output resolution of each building block is denoted by 1/x. WCNN employs ResNet [7] for the encoder, which reduces the input resolution by a factor of 32 via stride-two convolutional layers, except for one maxpool layer after conv1. To restore the input resolution, WCNN inserts three DWT layer after conv2, conv3 and conv4. The high frequencies from DWT layers are used in the decoder to perform unpooling by the iDWT layers. To extract global context, WCNN introduces two pyramid variants to bridge the encoder and decoder, which also exploits DWT/iDWT layers (see details in Figure 2 ).
A. Discrete Wavelet Transform
We briefly introduce main concepts of DWT (see [26] for a comprehensive introduction). The multi-resolution wavelet transform provides localized time-frequency analysis of signals and images. Consider a 2D input data X ∈ R 2M ×2N , φ ∈ R 2 and ψ ∈ R 2 as 1D low-pass and high-pass filters, respectively. Denote the indexed array element by x ij , the single-level DWT is defined as follows, 
Conversely, supplied with the wavelet coefficients, and provided that {φ, ψ} and { φ, ψ} are bi-orthogonal wavelet filters, the original input X can be reconstructed by the inverse DWT as
A cascaded wavelet decomposition successively performs Equation (1) on low-low frequency coefficients {(·) ll } from fine to coarse resolution, while the reconstruction works reversely from coarse to fine resolution. In this sense, decomposition-reconstruction in multi-resolution wavelet analysis is in analogy to the pooling-unpooling steps in an encoder-decoder CNN (e.g., [8] ). Moreover, it is worth noting that, while the low-frequency coefficients {(·) ll } store local averages of the input data, its high-frequency counterparts, namely {(·) lh }, {(·) hl }, and {(·) hh } encode local textures which are vital in recovering sharp boundaries. This motivates us to make use of the high-frequency wavelet coefficients to improve the quality of unpooling during the decoder stage and, hence, improve the accuracy of CNN in pixelwise prediction.
Throughout this paper, we extensively use the Haar wavelet for its simplicity and effectiveness to boost the performances of the underlying CNN. In this scenario, the Haar filters used for decomposition, see Equation (1), are given by
The corresponding reconstruction filters in Equation (2) are given by φ = 2φ, ψ = 2ψ, and hence the inverse transform reduces to a sum of Kronecker products (denoted with ⊗)
With CNNs, data at every layer are structured into 4D tensors, i.e., along the dimensions of the batch size, the channel number, the width and the height. To perform the wavelet transform for CNNs, we apply DWT/iDWT channelwise. Without confusion, the remaining text adopts the shorthand notations G h (X) for the Haar DWT and G
for the corresponding iDWT.
B. Wavelet CNN Encoder-Decoder Architecture
We propose a CNN encoder-decoder that resembles multiresolution wavelet decomposition and reconstruction by its pooling and unpooling operations. In addition, we introduce two pyramid variants to capture global contextual features based on the wavelet transformation. Figure 1 gives an overview of the proposed WCNN architecture. WCNN employs ResNet [7] for the encoder. In ResNet, the input resolution is successively reduced by a factor of 32 via one max-pooling layer and four stridetwo convolutional layers, i.e.,conv1, conv3 1, conv4 1 and conv5 1. In order to restore the input resolution with the decoder, WCNN inserts three DWT layer after conv2, conv3 and conv4 to decompose the corresponding feature maps into four frequency bands. The high frequencies Y lh , Y hl , Y hh are skip-connected to the decoder to perform unpooling via the iDWT layers, which we will discuss in details with Section III-B.1. We add three convolutional residual block [7] to filter the unpooled feature maps further before the next unpooling stage. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the three iDWT layers upsample the output to 1/4 input resolution. The full-resolution output is obtained with two upconvolutional blocks by transposed convolution. To bridge the encoder and decoder, the contextual pyramid with wavelet transformation is added. Section III-B.2 will detail the pyramid design. 1) Wavelet Unpooling: WCNN achieves the unpooling through iDWT layers. To this end, the DWT layers are added consistently into the encoder to obtain high-frequency components. The idea is straight-forward. At encoder, the DWT layers decompose the feature map into four frequency bands channelwise, where each frequency band is halfresolution of the input. The high-frequency components are skip-connected to the decoder where the spatial resolution needs to be upscaled by a factor of two. Taking the layer idwt 4 in Figure 1 as an example, the input to this layer are four components of spatial resolution 1/32 to perform iDWT. The pyramid output serve the low-low frequency Y ll , while the output of the dwt4 layer operating on the conv4 provide the three high-frequency components Y lh , Y hl , and Y hh . With iDWT, the spatial resolution is upscaled to 1/16. The output of layer idwt4 is finalized by adding the 1/16 resolution direct output of conv4, which is a standard skip connection commonly used by many state-of-the-art encoderdecoder CNNs to improve the upsampling performance. The iDWT layer can thus be described by
We denote this appproach of upscaling the decoder feature map with the wavelet coefficients from the encoder as wavelet unpooling. Typically, CNNs extract feature with many layers of convolution and nonlinear operations, which transform and embed the feature space differently layer by layer. The wavelet unpooling aims to maintain the similar frequency structure throughout CNNs. By replacing the low-frequency of the encoder with the corresponding output of the decoder to perform iDWT with the high-frequency bands from the encoder, the wavelet unpooling aims to enforce learning feature maps of invariant frequency structure under layers of filtering. The skip connections of the signals before DWT also support learning such consistency. In comparison to the other unpooling methods, for example to upsampling by transposed convolution as proposed in [20] , wavelet unpooling does not require any parameters for both DWT and iDWT layers. Compare to the memorized unpooling as proposed in [27] , or the method to map the low-resolution feature map to the top-left entry of a 2 × 2 block [28] , the wavelet unpooling aims to restore every entries according to the frequency structure.
2) Wavelet Pyramid: With CNNs that are designed for classification task, the last few layers typically reduce the spatial resolution to 1 × 1. Such feature maps have the receptive field of the entire input image and therefore capture the global context. Recent works have demonstrated that capturing global context information is also crucial for accurate dense pixelwise prediction [2] , [11] . While it is straight-forward to obtain global context with fullyconnected layer or with convolutional layers of large filter size, it is difficult to bridge an encoder with drastically reduced spatial resolution to a proper decoder. Most state-ofthe-art CNN encoder reduce the spatial resolution by a factor of 32, which produces 7 × 7 output given 224 × 224 input dimensions. If the global context is captured by a simple fully-connected layer, learning 7 × 7 upsampling kernels is challenging.
One solution is to use the dilated convolutions, which increase the perceptive field with the same amount of parameters [11] , [12] . Building on the dilated CNNs, the pyramid spatial pooling network PSPNet [2] introduces a pyramid on the feature map with multiple average pooling of different window sizes. Noticeably, the dilated convolutions demand considerably larger amounts of memory to host the data, which quickly becomes the bottleneck for training with large batch size. In this work, we base our network design on nondilated CNNs and instead construct the pyramids through wavelet transformations. We propose two wavelet pyramids variants, namely the low frequency propagation (LFP) and the full frequency composition (FFC) as shown in Figure 2 . a) Low-Frequency Propagation Wavelet Pyramid: Shown in Figure 2 (a) , the LFP pyramid successively performs DWT on the low-low frequency components Y ll . At each pyramid level, the extracted Y ll component is further transformed with a convolutional layer, which is then bilinear upsampled to the same spatial resolution as the pyramid input, i.e., conv5. We then concatenate these the upsampled feature maps to aggregate the global context that are captured at different scale. This concatenated feature map is combined with the skip-connected conv5 by an elementwise addition, which sis then filtered with a 1 × 1 convolutional layer to match the channel dimension of the decoder.
With LFP, a multi-resolution wavelet pyramid is constructed, where only the low-low frequency bands of each level are used. The LFP pyramid resembles the pyramid proposed by the PSPNet [2] . In particular, with the Haar wavelet, the low-low frequency is equivalent to the average pooling by a 2 × 2 window. However, the difference is the PSPNet design average pooling with a multiple heuristic window size, whereas LFP pyramid is strictly performed accordingly to frequency decomposition. Despite the Haar wavelet is used in this work, the LFP pyramid can be easily generalized with other wavelet base functions.
b) Full-Frequency Composition Wavelet Pyramid: The LFP pyramid only uses the low-low frequency bands. In order to make full use of the frequency decomposition, the FFC pyramid is developed. Shown in Figure 2 (b) , the FFC pyramid amounts to a small encoder-decoder with wavelet unpooling. Start from the input conv5, DWT is performed to obtain the four frequency bands. The low-low frequency band Y ll is filtered by an additional convolutional layer and the high frequency bands Y lh , Y hl , Y hh are cached for unpooling. The filtered low-low frequency is then further decomposed by DWT into the finer level and the same operation repeats until the finest feature map is obtained. To upscale from the finest level, we again adopt the wavelet unpooling as described by Equation (5) . To this end, the iDWT is first performed using the cached high frequency bands, and then the output is further fused with the skip connection. The wavelet unpooling successively restore the spatial resolution to the same as the input to the pyramid. Finally, we skip connect conv5 with the wavelet output by an elementwise addition, and project the global context with a 1 × 1 convolution to bridge the following decoder. It can be seen that, the FFC pyramid mimic the encoderdecoder design, which naturally reduces the spatial resolution and restore it in the consistent manner with the remaining network.
IV. EVALUATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed WCNN method for the task of semantic image segmentation. To this end, we use the Cityscape benchmark dataset [29] which contains 2,975 training, 500 validation and 1,525 test images that are captured in 50 different cities from a driving car. All the images are densely annotated into 30 commonly observed objects classes occurring in urban street scenes from which 19 classes are used for evaluation. The Cityscape benchmark provides all the images with the same high resolution of 2048 × 1024. The ground truth for the test images is not publicly available and evaluations on the test set are submitted online 1 for fair comparison. Table I presents the network configurations of the proposed WCNN. We take the state-of-the-art ResNet101 [7] for the encoder. The ResNet101 uses stride-two convolution to reduce spatial resolution. To implement WCNN, we preserve the stride-two convolution layers and insert three DWT layers dwt2, dwt3, dwt4 into the decoder conv2 x, conv3 x, conv4 x, respectively to obtain the frequency bands. At each upscaling stage at the decoder, the corresponding frequency bands are used, then followed by several residual blocks before the next upscaling stage. The last two upscaling stages are implemented as upconvolution, where transposed convolution is first applied to scale up the resolution by a factor of two, then residual blocks are used to further filter the intermediate output. In WCNN, we reply heavily on the residual blocks proposed in ResNet [7] , where each block is a stack of three convolutional layers with the second layer of 3 × 3 for feature extraction and the first and third layers as 1 × 1 convolutions for feature projection. Figure 1 ). The encoder is based on ResNet101 [7] . The resblock is the residual block from ResNet, where (x, y)×z denotes stacking z blocks of [(1×1, x), (3×3, x), (1×1, y)] convolutional layers. For upconvolution, the transposed convolution is first used to upscale the input by a factor of two, followed by residual blocks. We denote the stride-two operations with s2, and elementwise addition with . The dimension of the layer output assumes the spatial resolution of input image is normalized to 1, and the second entry denotes the depth of the feature maps. In this work, we develop CNNs for high-resolution predictions. An input image of 512 × 1024 yields conv5 x to have the spatial resolution of 16 × 32. Therefore, we design both LFP and FFC pyamids to have four levels of DWT, which produce the four levels of frequency components of 8 × 16, 4 × 8, 2 × 4 and 1 × 2, respectively. The finest pyramid level thus has the receptive field of the entire input. The details of the LFP and FFC pyramids are given in Table II. To evaluate the proposed network, the baseline CNN is designed to have minimum difference with WCNN. Taking the WCNN configuration in Table I , the baseline model 1) removes all DWT layers at encoder 2) replaces the pyramid by one 1 × 1, 1024 convolutional layer, and 3) replaces the iDWT layers by transposed convolution to upscale the feature map by a factor of 2. The rest layers are the same with WCNN. In the following experiment, we compare the baseline model, the baseline model with LFP and FFC pyramid, the WCNN with LFP and FFC pyramids.
A. WCNN Configurations
layer operation input dimension conv1 (7 × 7, 64), s2 RGB 1/2, 64 maxpool (2 × 2),s2 conv1 1/4, 64 conv2 x resblock (64, 256) × 3 maxpool 1/4, 256 dwt2 G h conv2 x 1/8, 256 conv3 1 resblock (128, 512), s2 conv2 x 1/8, 512 conv3 x resblock (128, 512) × 3 conv3 1 1/8, 512 dwt3 G h conv3 x 1/16, 512 conv4 1 resblock (256, 1024), s2 conv3 x 1/16, 1024 conv4 x resblock (256, 1024) × 22 conv4 1 1/16, 1024 dwt4 G h conv4 x 1/32, 1024 conv5 1 resblock (512, 2048), s2 conv4 x 1/32, 2048 conv5 x resblock (512
B. Implementation Details
We have implemented all our methods based on the TensorFlow [30] machine learning framework. For network Figure 2) . Assuming conv5 has a resolution of 16 × 32, 2048, both LFP and FFC pyramids have four levels. For simplicity, the outer two levels are presented in the table, whereas the inner two levels repeats the same patterns. The operator a denotes bilinear upsample by a factor of a and the operator denotes elementwise addition. training, we initialize the parameters of the encoder layers from pretrained ResNet model on ImageNet and initialize the convolutional kernels on the decoder with He [31] initialization. We run the training with batch size of four on the Nvidia Titan X GPU. For both training, we minimize the crossentropy loss using the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) solver with Momentum of 0.9. The initial learning rate is set to 0.001 and decrease with a factor of 0.9 every 10 epoch. We train the network until convergences. For cityscapes, all the variants of our experiments converges around 60K iterations. Following [4] , we apply bootstrapping loss minimization for Cityscapes benchmark in order to speed up the training and boost the segmentation accuracy. For all Cityscapes experiments, we fix the threshold of bootstrapping to the top 8192 most difficult pixels per images.
To train all the variants of the baseline and our model, we fix the input to the network to quarter resolution of the original dataset, i.e., 512 × 1024. For evaluation on the validation dataset, we upsample the output logits bilinear to half of the resolution (to match the network input resolution) and compute the intersection-over-union (IoU) score for each class and on average. We also experiment with test time data augmentation, where we randomly scale the input images and feed them through the network before fuse the score. 
C. Cityscapes
We evaluate segmentation accuracy using the commonly used evaluation metric of IoU. Table III gives the class-wise IoU and the mean IoU over the 19 classes. It can be seen that adding LFP and FFC pyramids to the baseline network already significantly improves the segmentation performance over the baseline. The FFC pyramid consistently outperforms the LFP pyramid. With WCNN we gain another increase in mean IoU of up to 1.2 over the corresponding baseline. With multi-scale test time augmentation, the accuracy of each model is increased, but the similar rank is observed among the different methods. Our variants strongly benefit, while the combination of wavelet unpooling and FFC wavelet pyramid achieves best increase in performance towards the baseline (6.0 mIoU). These results demonstrate that wavelet unpooling as well as the FFC wavelet pyramid improve the dense prediction of the baseline model. The qualitative comparisons are shown in Figure 3 . It can be seen that the WCNN approach recovers fine-detailed structures such as fences, poles or traffic signs with higher accuracy than the baselines.
Table IV compares our method with the current state-ofthe-art method FRRN [4] on the same input resolution (2x subsampling) on the Cityscapes benchmark. It can be seen that our method WCNN-FFC-MS outperforms FRRN by 1.9 mean IoU over the 19-classes while it is worse (0.6 mIoU) on the category level. Notably, WCNN is much less memory demanding than FRRN.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduce WCNN, a novel encoder-decoder CNN architecture for dense pixelwise prediction. The key innovation is to exploits the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and inverse DWT to design the unpooling operation. In the proposed network, the high-frequency coefficients extracted by DWT at the encoder stage are cached and later combined with coarse-resolution feature maps at the decoder to perform accurate upsampling and hence, ultimate pixelwise prediction. Further, two wavelet pyramid variants are introduced, i.e., the low frequency propagation (LFP) pyramid and the full frequency composition (FFC) pyramid. Both pyramid extract the global context from the encoder output with multi-resolution wavelet decomposition. Shown in experiment, WCNN outperforms the variant baseline CNNs and achieve the state-of-the-art semantic segmentation performance on the Cityscapes dataset.
In the future work, we will evaluate WCNNs for different dense pixelwise prediction tasks, e.g., depth estimation and optical flow estimation. We will also perform ablation study of the wavelet pyramid to evaluate different pyramid configuration. It is also interesting to extend the WCNN for different wavelet base functions or ultimately learn the optimal base functions with CNNs.
